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Hanbey Fu / Traditional Japanese thread balls 
made by a craftsman out of fu (wheat gluten) 

A guide to well-established shops with over 100 years of history



Hanbey Fu

Fu Fu Fu and... Arashiyama Store

Hanbey Fu Main Store

Since 1689
Main Store
Fu (wheat gluten) and Yuba (tofu skin)

半兵衛麸本店

⬆Our main restaurant preserves the atmo-
sphere of Kyoto’s traditional Machiya town-
house. The well and Okudosan (traditional 
Japanese kitchen) can be seen at the en-
trance.

⬇Hanbey Fu has been making Kyo-fu for over 320 years, using 
only selected ingredients and water, and carefully made with tradi-
tional techniques. We have been favored with the patronage of 
temples, Japanese-style restaurants and other eating establish-
ments for many years.

⬆Mushiyashinai cuisine ¥3,000. A light course featuring a 
selection of Fu and Yuba dishes prepared in a variety of 
techniques. (Reservation required)

433, Shonin-cho, 
Toiyamachi-dori Gojo-sagaru, 
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

京都市東山区問屋町通五条下ル
上人町433

京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺門前
（嵐山 昇龍苑内）

ふふふあん　嵐山店

半兵衛麩本店

TEL: 075-525-0008
Freedial: 0120-49-0008
OPEN: 9:00 to 17:00
15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: http://www.hanbey.co.jp

Saga Tenryu-ji Monzen, Ukyo-ku, 
Kyoto (Inside Arashiyama Shoryuen)

TEL: 075-863-0026
OPEN: 10:00 to 17:00 (all year)
URL: http://www.fufufuand.jp

⬇"Soupe de OFU" 1 packet ¥400, from the 
"Fu Fu Fu And..." brand developed by Hanbey 
Fu. Flavors include pumpkin, cheese, basil, 
black pepper and red pepper. Ideal for soups, 
salads and western cuisine. Available to buy 
from Fu Fu Fu and...'s main store (opposite 
Hanbey Fu) and the Arashiyama store.

�e �rst generation Hanbey learned the Kyo-fu (Kyoto wheat gluten) production 
process when he was working as a chef for the Japanese imperial family. A�er 
mastering the process, Hanbey opened a store in 1689, named a�er himself. Since 
then, the Hanbey Fu store has been making Kyo-fu for over 320 years. We use only 
high quality ingredients and traditional production techniques to make the �nal 
product safe and fresh to enjoy.

At our main store near the Gojo Ohashi bridge in Kyoto, we take great impor-
tance in "Omotenashi", the world-renowned Japanese tradition of hospitality. We 
believe it is important to communicate with customers to discover their needs and 

establish a relationship of trust. We try to provide a comfortable atmosphere for customers 
shopping in our store and visitors to our tea house. We thank them for coming and taking an 
interest in our products.

Japanese "Omotenashi" is closely related to nature's rhythms. We have a deep respect for the 
changing of the seasons, as it has evolved into one of the underlying principles of Japan's 
traditional hospitality. We decorate our store with seasonal �owers and �oral arrangements 
throughout the year.

Hanbey Fu is proud of our Japanese culture, the center of which is formed by Kyoto and its 
over 1000 years of history. We believe that it is important to keep our traditions and to pass 
them on to the next generation. �erefore, we are strongly committed to continually supporting 
and protecting our traditional culture.

Continuing to preserve its traditional �avors using 
specially selected ingredients, water and techniques.

*All prices excluding tax.
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Since the Edo Period田丸弥
Tamaruya Main Store

Japanese wheat �our crackers

⬆"Shirakawaji" 12 packets, ¥972. The raised karakusa (arabesque) pattern repre-
sents the Shirakawa river in the east of Kyoto, and the golden and black sesame 
seeds are grains of sand.

⬆As you go through 
the shop curtain of the 
main store, there is the 
"showing room" with 
products on display in 
the style of Kyoto from 
the past.

⬅Baked 
carefully and 
evenly by the 
intuition of a 
skilled baker.

Tamaruya's origin is said to have been in Kyoto's 
Tamba region with an inn called Tamaruya Yahei, 
where travelers were welcomed with confectionery. 
From the Meiji period, the store came to rest at its 
present location and made confectionery the family 
business. �e current owner is the 17th generation 
owner.

"Osen" is Kyoto dialect for senbei, a lightly baked 
cracker made with wheat �our. "Shirakawaji" is Tama-
ruya's main and most famous product, with sesame 
seeds added to the dough. �e manufacturing method, 
as handed down by the Buddhist monk Kukai (Kobo 
Daishi, in the year 804), is faithfully observed to this 
day, as each one is hand made.

Tamaruya's motto of "Confections are their maker", 
that each confection is a unique expression of the one 
who made it, is held in the same spirit as the saying 
"Chazen Ichimi" (Tea and Zen are one). �e path of 
confectionery making is the same as human develop-
ment, and it continues to deliver sincere hand-made 
�avors.

Along with "Shirakawaji", �lling the mouth with its 
aromatic sesame, "Miso Hangetsu", miso-�avored in 
the shape of a crescent, and "Kibunegiku", made with 
eggs and the �nest peanuts, their delicious confections 
are simple yet re�ned, making the best use of their 
natural ingredients.

�at their long-loved products are still presented in 
the shop as they were in the past is also distinctive of 
Tamaruya. �e nostalgic charm of Kyoto still remains.

⬅The full two-story 
building of the main 
store was built about 
90 years ago. It still 
has the elegance of 
old Kyoto Machiya 
townhouses.

Main Store: 5 Shichiku-Higashi-Takanawa-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto
本店:京都市北区紫竹東高縄町５

TEL: 075-491-7371
OPEN: 8:30 to 17:30 (Closed Sun. & National holidays)
Access: 30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
 Located near Kitaoji Station, Subway Karasuma Line
URL: http://www.geisya.or.jp/̃tamaruya/

堀川店：京都市上京区堀川寺の内下ル東側
Horikawa Store: East and south side of Horikawa- and Teranouchi-dori street intersection
TEL: 075-414-1531  OPEN: 9:00 to 17:30 (Closed Thu.)

Tamaruya's motto of "Confections are their 
maker" is cherished in spirit.
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Heihachi-Jaya
Since 1576

Tea House Inn
Restaurant and Accommodations

平八茶屋

⬆From April's Japanese Haute Cuisine course, a colorful menu to 
accompany a �ne spring day. The meat of the Guji tile�sh is tender 
and has a light �avor.

⬆The Japanese Haute Cuisine of the Season is colorfully adorned with seasonal 
ingredients, and changes each month.

⬆The main building facing the highway is around 200 years old. It 
still retains the appearance of the old tea house.

8-1 Yamabana-Kawagishi-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-781-5008
OPEN: 11:30 to 21:30 (Closed Wed.)
 Lunch: 11:30 to 15:00
Check in: 16:00 / Check out: 10:00a.m.
Access: 30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: http://www.heihachi.co.jp/english/

• Wakasa-style Japanese Haute Cuisine, from ¥13,000* 
• Japanese Haute Cuisine of the Season, ¥10,000* 
(*Excluding 15% service and 8% consumption tax ) 
• Lunchtime Japanese Haute Cuisine, from ¥7,000 
(excluding tax)
Accommodation: 1 night stay with 2 meals, from 
¥27,000 (price per person for 2 people in 1 private room)
Check in: 16:00 / Check out: 10:00a.m.

Heihachi-Jaya, located in the serene neighborhood of Mount 
Hiei and Takanogawa River, was founded in 1576 as a tea house 
serving travelers on the Wakasa Kaido, the trade road that 
connected Kyoto and Fukui Prefecture. It continues to attract 
many visitors with its hospitality, beautiful and natural 
surroundings, and impeccable �avors. �e Imperial family has 
stopped by during time spent in Kyoto, and the great writer, 
Natsume Soseki, o�en used to visit. �e tea house was even 
mentioned in his novels, "Gubijinso" (�e Poppy) and "Mon" 
(�e Gate). As a restaurant of long standing, there are stories to 
be told about many artists and writers.

Entering the Kigyumon Gate, which was moved and 
reassembled from a Zen Buddhist temple in Yamaguchi Prefec-
ture, you see before you a Japanese garden of almost 2,000 
square meters, full of rustic beauty. With koi carp swimming 
leisurely in the pond, �owers blooming from season to season, 
and the pleasant chirping of little birds, you can experience a 
Japanese atmosphere that remains unchanged since olden times.

Heihachi-Jaya is renowned for its �sh cuisine, and one special-
ity is the Guji tile�sh, a �rst-class �sh highly prized in Kyoto. 
Particular attention is given to the tableware to make the dish 
look like a beautiful landscape of the four seasons. �e garden 
has a number of large and small private Japanese rooms where 
the beautiful view from the window as you eat the �nest dishes 

is exceptional. You can enjoy gourmet Kyoto cuisine with all your senses. 
Heihachi-Jaya also o�ers a place to stay, so you can spend a remarkable time 
refreshing your mind and body in a building with a rich historic background.

A long-established and famous restaurant that has 
been loved for over 430 years.

⬇The sunlight shining through the foliage in the garden is beautifully refreshing.

京都市左京区山端川岸町8-1
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Matsuda Toukouen
松田桃香園 Since 1630

Fushimi Main Store
Ujicha Japanese Tea 

➡Freshly-ground Uji Matcha Tea! Mat-
suda Toukouen specially chooses the 
�nest Ujicha from Kyoto’s tea �elds. Our 
Uji Matcha is ground with great care. Its 
smooth and delicious aftertaste is typical 
of Toukouen.

⬇Shincha, the �rst harvested tea leaves 
of the season, are picked in early May. 
Please enjoy Uji Shincha tea at its most 
delicious time of the whole year.

⬇“Kyo no ocha shimahyo” (Let’s drink Kyoto tea) 
¥37,800. This limited edition Kyoto Design 2004 
product is a handy tea set for enjoyment of 
gyokuro, sencha and hojicha tea anywhere. 

⬆We offer a wide selection of Ujicha teas.

⬇Located in Fushimi’s Otesuji Shopping District.

Kita Ritsugen, an ancestor, was designated as the Tea Master by the Shogunate. 
He performed "Ocha Tsubo Chatsume no Gi" for the Edo Shogunate in 1669, 
which is an honorable ceremony for tea producers. �e ceremony is held yearly in 
the season of new tea leaves. First �ush leaves are put into a tea jar called a “cha 
tsubo” to preserve them for a certain time. Tea was considered a very precious 
product in old times.

�e Shogun's endorsement made Toukouen a very reputable tea producer. �en, 
our family company Matsuda Toukouen began to sell Ujicha to the Akimoto feudal 
lord in Yamagata, located far from Kyoto in the north part of Japan.

�e founder, Chaya Gohei (1617-1705), had already started to produce Ujicha 
around this time. He started Toukouen using the Kita family crest as his emblem. 

As Gohei VII worked for the Tokugawa Shogunate in the Fushimi area, he was 
given the family name of "Matsuda". He was also allowed to carry a Japanese sword. 

�e present owner is the 13th generation of the Matsuda family.
Matsuda Toukouen started producing tea in Fushimi because of the construction of 

Fushimi castle. When Toyotomi Hideyoshi ordered its construction, all kinds of workers 
were gathered and Fushimi �ourished as a center of commerce. �e government selected 
the Matsuda family as the Ujicha producer. As the castle grew, so did Fushimi as a town, 
together with Toukouen's tea business. In this way, tea became an indispensable drink for 
workers to relax and unwind.

Toukouen is allowed to sell Ujicha which is favored by Oubakusan-Manpuku temple in 
Uji, Kyoto. As the temple has been considered the center of the Sencha Tea Ceremony in 
Japan, this is a very prestigious advantage for Toukouen.

�e Chinese high priest Ingen was once invited to Oubakusan-Manpuku temple, and it 
was built by the Japanese government and the Imperial Court. �e temple had a big 
in�uence on introducing Chinese culture and Sencha.

Matsuda Toukouen’s 13th generation owner continues to preserve tradition, and always 
strives to meet new challenges. �e famous sightseeing spot, Fushimi Inari-jinja Shrine is 10 
minutes away by taxi.

Tea jars (Cha tsubo)

Uji Matcha Tea
Recommended Teas

*Prices excluding tax

30g bag from ¥1,500

Uji Sencha Tea from ¥2,000
Uji Gyokuro Tea from ¥3,000

Matsuda Toukouen has been providing high quality tea 
since the Edo period, in Kyoto’s Fushimi region.

4-456 Shinmachi, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto
京都市伏見区新町4丁目456

TEL: 075-601-1017
OPEN: 9:30 to 19:00 (Closed Tues.)
Access: 20 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: http://www.toukouen.jp/

Kyoto
Design
2004
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Kashogama
Since 1914

Pottery Shop
Tea ceremony utensils and Kiyomizu Pottery 

嘉祥窯

⬆The shop interior underwent a remodi�cation in 2010 to become 
a stylish Japanese modern space that still retains an old-
fashioned sense of re�nement.

⬆On the left, an “Ido chawan” (well tea bowl) and on the right, a 
“Tenmoku-yu Chawan” (Tenmoku glaze tea bowl). There is a broad 
price range, starting at tens of thousands of yen.

⬆The current fourth-generation owner has been active abroad in 
America, China and Italy.

⬆At the Shiga prefecture workshop, the anagama kiln is fueled with wood. Reaching tem-
peratures of about 1,300˚C, the �ring of the pottery can take about a week. As the �re re-
quires almost constant supervision, it is a hard process that takes much physical and 
mental strength.

From its foundation in 1914 in the Kiyomizu area, the birthplace 
of the traditional Kyoto cra� of Kiyomizu-yaki ceramics, 
Kashogama pottery has been creating tea ceremony utensils and 
tea bowls for four generations. Kyoto ceramics have developed 
along with the tea ceremony, and a variety of works has been made 
to meet the high demands of tea masters. Kashogama continues 
this tradition, making various di�erent styles of pottery that is 
distinctive of Kyoto.

A characteristic of Kashogama is its use of noborigama 
(ascending kiln) or anagama (cave kiln) wood-burning kilns in 
order to bring out a beautiful, natural texture. In particular, the 
anagama kiln has one of the most primitive of designs, built using 
a sloped tunnel shape, and where moisture in the earth makes high 
temperatures in the chamber di�cult to achieve. Because of this, a 
lot of �rewood is used. �is produces a large amount of ash that 
forms a rich, natural glaze, which gives a beautiful glass-like 
quality known as vidro (from the Portuguese for glass). �e end 
result is the creation of a unique beauty.

�e shop displays bowls, jugs, tea containers and vases, with a 
variety of artistic styles to suit di�erent situations and uses. �ese 
are high quality works that are simple yet sturdy, and extremely 
elegant.

Please come and feel the essence of this Kyoto-born culture here 
at Kashogama.

Spreading the beauty of Kiyomizu-yaki ceramics from 
Kyoto to the world.

⬇Popular sightseeing spots such as Kiyomizudera Temple and Kodaiji Temple are no 
more than a 10-minute walk away, and the shop has electric pottery wheels to experience 
pottery-making for yourself.

3-343 Kiyomizu, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
京都市東山区清水3-343

TEL: 075-531-0056
OPEN: 10:00 to 17:00
Access: 15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: http://www.kashogama.com
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Tamaruya
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Store

Matsuda
Toukouen

Hanbey Fu

SOHYA TAS

Fu Fu Fu And...
Main Store

Fu Fu Fu And...
Arashiyama Store

平八茶屋

Heihachi-
Jaya

田丸弥本店

Tamaruya
Main Store

嘉祥窯

半兵衛麸

2F Chiso Bldg.
千總ビル２階

田丸弥 堀川店

ふふふあん 嵐山店

ふふふあん
本店

Kashogama

松田桃香園

2F Shinmachi Nishiki Bldg., 426-1 Komusubidana-cho, Shinmachi-dori, Shijo Agaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto 604-8223    ☎075-255-3224    URL：http://sk-c.jp    Email：info@sk-c.jp
●Please send your feedback on this guide by email (until Aug. 31, 2015). 5 winners selected in a drawing will receive a present of Kyoto postcards. (Only winners will be notified.)

Produced by SOGOKIKAKU CENTER CO., LTD.
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